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Imagine for a moment. You are the superintendent of an apartment building - finally getting around to cleaning
out the storage lockers of tenants who moved out years ago. Musty old boxes, things people just never thought
about after they moved on - or the things that the family never thought important enough to come looking for
after a relative died. But, you need the space, so you are cleaning out. Probably you put on good latex gloves,
get some extra large black trash bags and dump everything you find inside into the bags. Tie them up, leave
them on the street for the garbage truck to haul away.
But what if, for some reason, you opened a box, saw some old letters, a few very old photographs and then
noticed something shining inside the box. Are you intrigued now?
West Hollywood apartment manager Rocco Di Nobile had exactly this experience. Cleaning out
long-neglected storage lockers in the laundry room, he first found a putrid bottle of laundry detergent from the
1960s. Next, he was standing holding a box of photos, letters, a strange looking foreign language book and
both a Purple Heart and Silver Star from World War II. Amazingly there is an organization solely dedicated to
reuniting Purple Heart medals with their rightful recipients or families - those either wounded or killed during
their service to the US Military. In just a few years of existence, they have reunited over 200 such medals!
Within a few weeks, the contents were returned to Hyla Merin,
who never met her father Hyman Markel, as he was killed in
Italy in World War II when her mother was seven months
pregnant with her. Hyman Markel was the son of a prominent
rabbi from Buffalo, Rabbi Nissan Markel - and was killed
while on patrol in the Po region of Italy. Ambushed by a
group of Nazi soldiers, he charged towards them likely saving
the lives of his fellow soldiers who were given a bit more time
to prepare for this attack. Hyla and her mother Celia had not
lived in the apartment building since 1975, and Hyla had only seen just a few photographs of her father up to
that point. When this treasure trove of pictures, letters and the important medals - not to mention the siddur that
her father carried with him in the war - were returned to her, she was able build a more full image of the father
she never met.1
And, all of this might have never been - if Mr. Di Nobile had simply turned aside, swept the box into the
garbage bag, or left the task of cleaning out these lockers to someone else, or some other day.
I share this story because I think it is amazing that seventy years after it was awarded, the Purple Heart is
bestowed on the daughter of one who gave everything for this nation at a time of such incredible consequence.
But also, I share the story because it illustrates a principle of Jewish law we read about in Parashat Ki Teitzei
just a few weeks ago.
In Deuteronomy 222, we find the mitzvah of returning lost items to their rightful owner. The section starts with
what to do when we see our neighbor’s ox or sheep wandering.3 We have a positive responsibility to do
everything possible to return the lost item, and the text says the same applies to a lost garment or anything that
belongs to our neighbor. The conclusion of the verse is where I find the most interest. There we are told:
m«N¥ r© z§ d¦ l§ l©kEz `¬Ÿl - a phrase variously translated as “you must not remain indifferent”4 or “you must not hide
yourself”5 or “you may not withhold your help.”6
1. Picture & story at the following link: http://www.cbsnews.com/news/purple-heart-silver-star-medals-find-their-way-to-hyla-merin-who-never-met-her-wwii-hero-father/
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3. Picking up on the conversation in Exodus 23:4, where the context is what to do when you see the ox or ass of your ENEMY, as opposed to our text here about our
NEIGHBOR/BROTHER. In the Exodus text, we are similarly commanded to help our ENEMY, or THE ONE WHO HATES US.
4. NJPS
5. NKJV
6. NRSV
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All of these translations are lovely, but the interesting phrasing here - and some of
you already know that if I’m quoting the Hebrew, we’re about to get grammatical
for a moment - the translation is not accurate enough. Lo Tuchal really means “you
can not” and the verb L’hitalem may mean to “conceal, hide or ignore.” This
specific verb appears only in this place throughout the whole TaNaKh. The only
close constructs are found in the verses immediately before and after this one, and
in just one other place in all of the biblical books - which I’ll return to shortly.
My discomfort with the translation was validated by a note posted by my friend Rabbi Larry Bach just last
month. He writes: Lo Tuchal “is not so much ‘you *must* not remain indifferent,’ as ‘you *cannot* remain
indifferent.’ It's not that our tradition frowns upon indifference; it doesn't allow for the possibility of its
existence. If you're not part of the solution, you're part of the problem. No middle ground.” 7
Yes! Reading this interpretation was a radical awakening to the deepest, truest meaning of this familiar phrase
for me. Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch, in his 19th century German translation renders the current phrase “it
shall not be in your power to hold yourself back.”8
Clearly we are talking about issues that go beyond the question of the Torah’s lost sheep, ox or garment.
Lo Tuchal L’Hitalem - I would say, “You are CONSTITUTIONALLY INCAPABLE OF INDIFFERENCE.”9
Since I began thinking in this way, I have been seized by a desire to tease out, to bring to the surface this
question: What are the issues, the struggles, the difficulties in the world today - this day, as we begin a New
Year of 5777 on the Jewish calendar - what are the things that render me incapable of indifference, where I am
either part of the solution or part of the problem?
We can all admit that we are living in what might best be called “interesting times.” My aim here is not to be
political in any way - and I hope you hear me in that. My aim, rather, is to ask myself difficult questions in this
spiritually intense and important time. I live right now, as I imagine you do, with the anxiety of our age - an
undefined sense that we are not in stable times; which necessarily means that there is work to be done. At the
turning of the year, I’ve used this reading of Lo Tuchal L’Hitalem in order to see if I can articulate some things
that I feel incapable of indifference towards.
Just a few examples today, because it is impossible to feel this way towards EVERY important issue - and there
are so many of them. And, while I speak in the first person, I invite you to wrestle over the next ten days with
what your Lo Tuchal L’Hitalem issues are. We will likely not all agree on the entirety of each of our lists. But
think how powerful, how packed full of potential it would be if a great many of us shared the same type of
passion and spiritually based commitment on just a few issues!
I can’t look away. I just can not look away. You saw the picture too. Five year old Omran Daqneesh, rescued
from his family’s collapsing apartment building in Aleppo after it was struck by either a Syrian government or
Russian air strike. Silent, covered in grey dust and bleeding from the head. A tiny body on an orange plastic
seat in the back of an ambulance - his feet barely reach the end of the cushion. He stares in bewildered silence
while his mother, father and siblings ages 1, 6 and 11 were also pulled out of the rubble. The 11 year old would
later die at the underground hospital. But all of these details, as well as the complex web of what exactly the
Syrian Civil War after five years, four hundred thousand killed and some five million refugees fleeing violence
- all of these details are not nearly as powerful as the image of Omran Daqneesh.

7. Facebook comment on 9/16/2016
8. Terumat Tzvi, translation from the German by Gertrude Hirschler, for the original German see here:
http://sammlungen.ub.uni-frankfurt.de/freimann/content/titleinfo/1901507
9. A beautiful exploration of these topics is found in Rabbi Donniel Hartman’s book “Putting God Second”, where chapter 2 is devoted to “The Religious Ethic of
Non-indifference” as well as an article by Rabbi Bradley Shavit Artson, found here: http://www.mesorahmatrix.com/essays/16_YouMustNotRemainIndifferent.pdf
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Lo Tuchal L’Hitalem - I am not capable of indifference. Once I
see and understand this conflict, once I allow the cry of a
population caught between the brutality of the Assad regime and
the barbarism of the Islamic State; being regarded as chips in a
political game by so many on the world stage; once their cries
enter my ears, it continues to ring until I do something about it.
It also rings because it resonates for me in the most Jewish of
places. The place where I remember what it was for an entire
population of Europe’s Jews - millions of them - who sought
refuge when the world turned its back in the time of the Shoah
until it was largely too late. We know the images that are seared
into our minds of the Jewish five year olds in the 1940s.
So, I have registered my support by writing to our elected officials to do more than we are currently doing as
the United States to assist those five million refugees - including responsibly absorbing more into the United
States through the work of organizations that do the detailed work of balancing the need to keep our country
safe with the absolute right-conduct of doing our part as a world leader in absorbing refugees. I watch with
amazement the work of the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society, HIAS, who from their founding in 1881 likely
assisted at some point along the way in the immigration stories of the vast majority of our families coming to
the United States; and who continued playing a vital role in the resettlement of survivors of the Shoah, the
absorption of Soviet Jewish refuseniks and emigres. Since 2000, HIAS has significantly increased its work
with non-Jewish refugees from many of the world’s most war-torn regions - combining Jewish values with the
work of being a Light to the Nations.
I read of the work of our neighbors at Temple Shalom in Chevy Chase, one of the closest Reform synagogues to
us, who sponsored and have fully settled a Syrian refugee family in their community - with the members of the
synagogue working with HIAS and other refugee organizations to provide an apartment, furnishings and
clothing, assistance and friendship to a family of six who arrived earlier last month. I see this and I wonder - is
this something I could do? Is this something I would be WILLING to do? Dozens of synagogues, from Falls
Church to Los Angeles, Chicago to Kansas City have done so - partnering with HIAS and local refugee
resettlement agencies, and not only saving the lives of these most desperate refugees, but changing and shaping
their views of Jews, Americans and democracy in ways that touch the heart.
At our Selichot prayers just over a week ago, we read this line of a confessional prayer: “Al Chet SheChatanu We have sinned against life by ignoring those who suffer in distant lands.” For me, the plight of the Syrian
refugees rises to the level of Lo Tuchal L’Hitalem - I am incapable of indifference. The next question is what I
am able and willing to do in order to alleviate this human suffering.
This past April, I had the great fortune to travel with
members of Temple Isaiah to Israel for ten days. We
covered the length and width of the Land. We visited
historical sites, learning from our amazing guide, Yoram,
the stories and current day realities of Israel. We met
young, idealistic volunteers packing food for delivery to
the most vulnerable and hungry in the areas of South Tel
Aviv; and we visited Yad LaKashish - A Lifeline for the
Old, where elder artisans from dozens of countries come
every day to be productive creating crafts and doing other
trades, while also enjoying the hot lunch, medical care
and social connection that infused that space with such
amazing energy.
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And yet, as I return to the United States and turn on the television or open the newspaper; as I peruse online
news sites, the only things that I ever see reported on from Israel are war, terrorism and the perception of Israel
as some kind of horrific bully on the world’s stage.
Lo Tuchal L’Hitalem - I am incapable of indifference when I see the unfair, unjust, untruthful and unbelievable
portrayal of Israel in so many venues and situations; when I witness the ways in which so many in the world, in
our country, in our community - and, yes, even in our families - simply don’t get the incredible and imperfect
miracle that the State of Israel represents in her 68th year since Independence. I am incapable of indifference,
unwilling to remain silent because I know that the defense of the State of Israel is not solely the job of the
soldiers of the IDF, and not only the purview of the elected leadership of a particular government coalition.
Rather, the defense of the State of Israel is the responsibility of each and every person who is an Oheiv Tzion A Lover of Zion.
Those who travelled with me in April saw the reality of the State up close. They established relationships with
everyday Israelis from our bus driver to shop owners (and a few of them became LIFELONG friends with a few
specific shop owners - and they know who they are!) We had complex and nuanced conversations about the
realities of the struggle between Israel and her neighbors, about the genuine aspirations and the legitimate claim
of the Palestinian people towards statehood. But we had all of these conversations through the lens of complex
and honest truth - and not in the form of propaganda and spin.
One of the most beautiful afternoons we spent during our trip
to Israel was at the Sarona market in Tel Aviv. Sarona is a
combination of beautiful public gardens and paths, upscale
retailers and gourmet food markets - including the famous
gourmet “Halva Kingdom”10 and stalls that sell every kind of
imaginable treyf seven days a week, very Tel Aviv! Sarona is a
haven in the middle of the busy city that overflows with
culture, cuisine, arts and nightlife.
Two months later, that serenity was punctured by the sound of gunfire and a terrorist attack in which two
Palestinian cousins from near Hebron, reportedly dressed as ultra-orthodox Jews, opened fire from a table inside
one of the most popular restaurants in Sarona, shooting at those who were simply there to enjoy a meal with
friends. Four people were killed before the two shooters were subdued, and many more seriously injured. It is
clear that these two terrorists and the group that assisted them were intent on engaging in the most classic of
terror tactics - take a place that people assume they are safe, and make it seem no longer the case. It did not
work, as the Sarona Market appears to be every bit as bustling today as it was before the June attack.
That said, those who follow Israeli news should not have been surprised that news outlets around the world took
this attack as yet another opportunity to make ridiculous and ignorant mistakes - it was a Russian
state-sponsored news network that reported that “2 Ultra-Orthodox Jewish Gunmen Kill 1, Injure 8 in Tel
Aviv.”11 But the much more damaging and dishonest headline came from the British newspaper, The
Telegraph, which read: “Four people killed in Tel Aviv shooting near defence ministry.”12 So, what is wrong
with this headline, and why is it so terribly misleading?
For starters, in a world where so many read headlines only, this one mentions nothing of terrorism - it could just
as easily have been a disgruntled employee, spurned lover or someone who just went on a rampage. But it was
none of those things.
10. http://saronamarket.co.il/en
11. http://honestreporting.com/tel-aviv-market-terror-attack-media-mess-ups/
12. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/06/08/three-people-killed-in-tel-aviv-shooting-near-israeli-defence-mi/
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Next, the headline fails to note that the shooting happened
where it did - a public mall and shopping area in the
middle of downtown Tel Aviv. Simply calling it a
shopping mall would have conveyed the deep disregard for
innocent life that these terrorists exhibited in choosing this
as their target.
Which is where the most egregious fault comes in. Sarona
Market is, indeed, directly across the street from a central
military compound called “The Kiriya,” which was the site
of the first base of the IDF. Today, it is the equivalent of
Israel’s Pentagon, serving as the home of the chiefs of staff for the branches of the Israeli military as well as
several other important programs. It is a very important and secure site. However, the attack that occurred in
June was not on The Kiriya - it was on the market.
The seemingly minor detail in a headline actually serves to very specifically suggest that somehow, this was a
legitimate attack of an oppressed people taking up arms against a mighty occupying army. The editors at The
Telegraph knew this perfectly well, and they - as so many other news sources - seek to excuse Palestinian terror
attacks, or portray the violence as some kind of noble act of resistance.
Lo Tuchal L’Hitalem - I am incapable of indifference to this kind of blatant and direct attack on the simple right
to exist of the State of Israel.
I am incapable of indifference towards the intellectual dishonesty of the dangerous BDS - Boycott, Divestment
and Sanctions movement, gaining more and more traction on American college campuses and in much of
Europe.
I am incapable of indifference towards the work of the body of the United Nations, which could be such a
powerful force for good in the world, and yet spends more time considering - and usually passing - resolutions
seeking to undermine the legitimacy of Israel.
I am incapable of indifference towards the moral relativism displayed by many liberals with whom I make
common cause on so many issues, but who never seem to miss an opportunity to attack Israel in the most ugly
and - frankly - hypocritical of ways.
As an Oheiv Tzion, as a Zionist, as
Jew, as your rabbi and as a human
being who believes in decency and
honesty and in the inherent worth
of each and every human life, I
cannot and will not be silent, but
will rise to the defense of the State
of Israel in every way that I can.
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Lo Tuchal L’Hitalem - Where else am I constitutionally incapable of indifference? A short list for broader
consideration when the time arrives:
As a Jew, I believe that I am particularly sensitive to the denigration, demonization and dehuminization of
groups of people. Be it cultural and ethnic bigotry and racism; dismissing any person’s deeply held religious
beliefs or lack thereof; or the marginalization and discrimination against people whose gender identity or
sexuality makes us uncomfortable or afraid. And sadly, so very sadly, I feel our country and our society on a
precipitous slide towards the proliferation of hatred and bigotry. This is a Jewish issue - even when those who
are targeted are not Jews. This is a human issue - because all of humanity shares a common spark of Divine
worth.
I am incapable of indifference when I see those within our own community - be it Howard County, our Jewish
community or within Temple Isaiah - when I see those who are pushed to the side or made invisible because of
any number of disabilities. The deafening silence in our community of the struggles of those who live with
mental illness and their families; the daily sacrifices made by those who grapple with debilitating physical
disabilities; and - as the parent of a child with significant special needs, I feel this one so profoundly - the
perpetual desire of those who just don’t fit our models of what is “normal” to still be authentically part of our
community. We are doing better - but there is a long way to go until we are where we need to be. I am
incapable of indifference - not just unwilling, but unable to be silent.
At the outset of this sermon, I noted that the only other places in the Hebrew Bible where the verb
L’hitalem shows up are in reference to our responsibility towards lost items, and in just one other place in the
TaNaKh - and it is a familiar place we will arrive at ten days from now. The prophet Isaiah, in his most
powerful message that becomes the haftarah for Yom Kippur morning urges us regarding the least, the lost and
the last (to borrow a phrase13), the downtrodden and the dehumanized in the following words:
“Is not THIS the fast I desire?... to share your bread
with the hungry, and to bring the poor and cast out
into your house? When you see the naked, to clothe
them; m«N̈r© z§ z¦ `¬Ÿl L x§ ÜA§ nE
¦ U’Mib’sarcha Lo Tit’Alem
- and not to be indifferent towards your own flesh?”14
There are moments, there are issues, there are
realities from which I am constitutionally incapable
of indifference. I’ve shared some of mine. What are
yours? Perhaps this is part of the work of the time
from Rosh HaShannah to Yom Kippur and beyond.
From me and my family to you and yours, I share a
prayer for a Good, a Sweet, a Healthy and a more
Whole New Year of 5777.15

13. See Luke 7 - not a Jewish source, but absolutely a Jewish ideal!
14. Isaiah 58:7
15. Image of Isaiah 58:7 by Helen Siegl - http://sacredartpilgrim.com/collection/view/85

